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Let 15 be a lattice over the integers of a quatemion algebra with center K 
which is a ‘p-adic field. Then the unitary group U(L) equals its own commutator 
subgroup SE(L) and is generated by the unitary transvections and quasitrans- 
vections contained in it. Let g be a tableau, U(g), U+(g), Q(g), T(g) be the 
corresponding congruence subgroups of order g. Then U(g)/U+(g) s Xl=, Z, , 
and Id(g) = T(g) (the subgroup generated by the unitary transvections and 
quasitransvections with order < g), Let G be a subgroup of U(L) with o(G) = g, 
then G is normal in U(L) if and only if U(g) 2 G 2 T(g). 
1. PRELIMINARY 
Throughout this paper, K will denote a local field with a finite residue 
class field R # F3 and not of characteristic 2. Let A be a quaternion 
algebra with center K. Then A is a 4-dimensional vector space over K, 
with basis (1, U, ZJ, UV} satisfying u2 = ~9, a2 = A, uu = ---vu, where 0 
and A are any nonzero elements of K; we shall write A = (K, 8, A). In 
addition, we require that the involution * be the natural one, i.e., the image 
of a = a, + a,u + a,u + u+u E A being a* = a, - a,24 - u,v - ug4v. 
We have u + a* = tr(u) = 2~2, , a . a* = N(u) = uo2 - &z12 - Au,~ + oAs2 
with tr(u), N(u) E K called, respectively, the trace and norm of a. If 
tr(u) = o we call a pure. Denote the set of all pure quaternions in A by A”. 
Let 1 1 be the discrete non-Archimedean valuation on K. It can be 
extended to A uniquely by defining 1 u I = I N(u)1112 for every a E A, 
then A is a local field. Let II be the ring of integers of A; oO = o f~ K the 
integers of K. Let ‘5I.J be the unique maximal ideal in o; ‘pO = ‘$3 n K 
the maximal ideal in o,, . Let U be the multiplicative group of units in O; 
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U,, the units of oO . Let 17 be a prime element in K, then d can be chosen to 
be 17 and 6 to be a nonsquare unit in K, i.e. A = (K, 8, n). We write 
p = u = PI2 which will serve as prime element for A. If a is a nonzero 
ideal of o, then a = ‘pm, m is called the ordinal of a, denoted by 
ord(a) = m. Let [a] = ao be the ideal of o generated by a E o. Define 
ord(a), the ordinal of a, to be the ordinal of [a]. If a and b are nonzero 
ideals of o, let 
a: b = {a E o ] ub Z a}. 
Clearly a: b = (ab-l) n o and (a: b) b = (6: a) a. 
2. LATTICES 
A lattice is a free finitely generated right o-module endowed with a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear Hermitian form, denoted by (X, Y) -+ 
X * YE o, which satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) x* Y=(Y*x)*, 
(2) (Xu) - Y = u*(X * Y), 
(3) (x+ Y).Z=X*Zf Y-Z. 
(2) is equivalent to 
(2’) x * (Yu) = (X . Y) a. 
We often write X . X = X2. A lattice L is called ‘+V-modular if X . L = rpi 
for all maximal vectors X in L. Every lattice has a Jordan splitting 
(orthogonal direct sum) (2.1) 
in which each of the components L, ,..., Lt is modular and LiLi 1 Li+lLi,, 
(proper containment) for i = I,..., t - 1. Although there are in ge- 
neral many such splittings, the quantities t, si = LiLi , ord(Q = mi , 
ni = dim Li (i = I,..., t) are invariants of L. (2.2) 
If X is a subset of L, X0 is its orthogonal complement (in L), and (X} 
is the submodule of L spanned by X. If a is a nonzero ideal, define 
Then it is easy to show that 
La = J- (a: Si) Li. 
l<i<t 
(2.3) 
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Another important relationship is 
(6: a) La C Lb. (2.4) 
A nonzero vector which represents 0 is called isotropic. A plane which 
is spanned by two isotropic vectors X, Y with X. Y = pi is called a 
hyperplane of order i, denoted by H(i), and {X, Y} is called a hyperbolic 
pair of order i. 
If L has an orthogonal basis {X1 ,..., X,} with Xt = 01~) i = I,..., n, 
we may write 
or simply 
It follows from [3, Proposition 6.11 that every pi-modular lattice of 
dimension n is of the following types: 
(1) L g (17ii2) 1 ... 1 (nij2), if i is even; 
(2) L = H(i) 1 ... _L H(i), if i is odd. 
Since N(o) = o0 , it follows that: 
(1) L s H(i) 1 *-- 1 H(i), if n is even; 
(2.5) 
(2) L z H(i) 1 --- 1 H(i) 1 (ITi12), if n is odd. 
The above decomposition (2.5) is called a canonical splitting of L, the 
corresponding basis is called a canonical basis of L. 
From now on, we fix the lattice L with the Jordan splitting (2.1) which 
has invariants (2.2) and dim Li 3 5, i = I,..., t. A maximal vector Xin L 
is called i-pure if there exists a maximal vector Y in L such that (X, Y) 
splits L and X . L = si . Specially, an i-pure isotropic vector is called 
i-isotropic vector. A hyperbolic plane spanned by two i-isotropic vectors 
is called i-hyperbolic plane. 
3. THE UNITARY GROUP AND ISOMETRIES 
An automorphism u of L which preserves the Hermitian form is called 
an isometry, i.e., OX . aY = X . Y for all X, Y in L. The set of all iso- 
metries of L is called the unitary group of L, denoted by U(L). 
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Let Z be an isotropic vector in L and h E A”. Define an unitary trans- 
vection T,,, as follow: 
T,,,(X) = X + Z/i(Z - X). 
Then Th,, is in U(AL) and has the following properties whenever the 
symbols involved are meaningful: 
U.1) TA,I~ = Tcm., (a E 4; 
U-4 T,,,Tu,, = TA,,,, = T,,ITA,I, 
T& = Tn,,, (n E -a 
(T.3) TA,IT,,J = T,,,,, if and only if Z * J = 0; 
(T.4) aT,,,o-l = TA,,I tu E W)>. 
It follows from (T. 1) that we can assume Z is maximal, then T,,, E U(L) if 
and only if X(Z . L) C n. If Z is i-pure, T,,, E U(L) is called an i-unitary 
transvection. 
Let X E A, Z be an isotropic vector and C be a vector in L such that 
C * Z = 0. Define a quasitransvection Ei,, as follows: 
Ei,C(X) = x + ch*(z * X) - Z&C - X) - Z(1/2) N(X) CZ(Z - X) 
Then E,‘,, E U(AL) and has the following properties whenever the symbols 
involved are meaningful: 
(E-1) EiPc = E,‘,,, (a E 4; 
(E.2) -&a = -%t*,, (a 6 4; 
(E.3) E,',, . EL,, = Ei+,,c if and only if Xp* E K, 
tEn’,J = J%,, tn E a; 
(E.4) E,',,E,',, = Ei,C+D if and only if C * D E K, 
(E.5) aE;,/ = E,q',, (0 E W)). 
It follows from (E.I), (E.2) that we can assume Z, C are maximal vectors 
in L. Then E' 1,c E U(L) if and only if X . [(Z + C) L] _C o. If Z is i-pure, C 
IS j-pure, then E,'., is called an (i, j)-quasitransvection. 
4. INVARIANT LATTICES 
A submodule 9 of L is called an invariant lattice if uf? C !G for all 
u E U(L). 
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LEMMA 4.1. Every i-pure vector X in L can be embedded in a i-hyperbolic 
plane. 
Proof. Choose i-pure vector Y in L such that (X, Y) splits L. Then 
(X, Y) is an qmodular plane, by (2.5) (X, Y) is an i-hyperbolic plane. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose X, Y are i-pure vectors in L with X2 = Y2. Then 
there exists u E U(L) such that OX = Y. 
Proof. It follows from (2.5) and the assumption dim Li > 3 that there 
exists i-pure vectors X’ Y’ in L such that X’2 = Y’2, X’X = Y’Y and 
(X, X’), (Y, Y’) both split L, then (X, X’)“, (Y, Y’)’ have the same 
invariants (2.2). By [3, Theorem 6.21, (X, X’)” and (Y, Y’)’ are isometric. 
Choose an automorphism CJ such that aX = Y, aX’ = Y’, and u is an 
isometry from (X, X’)’ to (Y, Y’)‘. Then u E U(L). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that the invariant lattice f! contains a vector Xol 
where X is i-pure and 01 E o. Then (L”i) 01 is contained in 2. 
Proof. Choose an i-isotropic vector Z such that X . Z = 0. By 
Lemma 4.2, there exists u E U(L) such that u(X) = X + Z, hence Zol E 9. 
By Lemma 4.2, L! contains all Jot where J is an i-isotropic vector. By 
Lemma 4.1, 2 contains all Yn where Y is an i-pure vectors. Hence 
(L81) Cz c !i?. Q.E.D. 
If a is an nonzero ideal of o, it is evident that La = (X E L I XL C a} 
is an invariant lattice. Thus if g, ,..., g, are ideals, the lattice 
L = L”‘g, + ** * + LQg, (4.1) 
is also invariant. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let I! be an invariant lattice. Then there is one and 
only one set of ideals g, ,..., g, satisfying (4.1) and 
gi C&+1, si gi 1 si+l gi+l 9 i=l )...) t - 1. (4.2) 
These ideals are given by 
gi = S~l(f?L”‘)* 
Zf (2.1) is an arbitrary Jordan splitting of L, then 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 2 = &g,) I ... I Ggt). 
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Proof. Let !2 be the set of all submodules of L of the form &, LjUj 
where a, ,..., a, are ideals of D. The intersection of the members of any 
subset of 2 is clearly a member of 2. Let C:=, L, gj be the intersection 
of those members of 52 which contains 2. We shall show that (4.1) and 
(4.4) hold for this choice of the ideals g, ,..., g, . 
Trivially !2 c C Lj gj C C LQgj . Suppose gi # 0 for some i. Then there 
exists a vector X in f! with the following property: if we write X = C Xjaj 
with Xi maximal in Lj for each j, then [ai] = gi . For otherwise we would 
have 
!i.? c Lir)gt + C Ljgj $Z CLj.!?j 9 
j=l 
which is a contradiction. Choose i-isotropic vector Z in Li such that 
[X * I] = Si . Then let Yai = X - Tp-mi, ,(X), Y is i-pure. By Lemma 4.3, 
L”i . oli C !i?. Hence L’ig, C and SO 2 = 2 Lj gj = C L”jgj as stated. 
Equation (4.3) can be proved easily by direct computation of LQ. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since the ideals g, ,..., g, characterize !2 completely, we shall 
often write I! = (g, ,..., gt). 
If X is a subset of L, the intersection of all invariant lattices containing 
X is an invariant lattice, and is the smallest one containing X. Let Z(X) 
denote the smallest invariant lattice which contains X. Clearly U(X) = Z(X) 
and Z(X) = (gl ,..., gt) where gj = si1(XL8j). 
5. ORDERS AND TABLEAUS 
Let 6 = &l and d be the set of 6 = f 1 and all units 01 with the 
following property: ord(or - 6) is a positive even integer which is strictly 
less then ord(tr(cu - 8)) for some 6. For any a E U, let 01~ be the mapping 
X + Xa of L. Let u E U(L); we define 
oibj = n r(cu - aLj L~(C LS~), i=l t. ,***, (5.1) 
WEA 
Clearly oi(u) is an invariant lattice. Let 
44 = hl(4,..., oft(u)). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let u E U(L). Then there exists 01 E A such that 
Of(U) = l((u - 01J LQ). 
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Proof. The proof is divided into 4 steps. 
Step 1. It is easy to see that 
n Z((u - 6,) LS”) =
a=*1 
E?, Z((o - 6,) Lsi) and Lsi = 22~ /((a - 6,) Lsi). 
Let 
(I 4(u - 6,) L”“) = (h, ,..., 
CT=*1 
h) where hjsj = 2% {((u - 6,) L”*) Lsj}. 
If hi = o, then it is easy to show that Ok = Ls: and the lemma holds, 
so we assume hi C p. 
Step 2. Let ZZj be the set of all j-pure vector X such that 
(aX - X8) LQ = si * hi for some 6 = *l, j = l,..., t. It follows from 
Step 1 that Hj # 4, j = l,..., t. 
Step 3. Let 
k, = max{j < i / ((0 - 8,)X) * (L’j n (X)“) = sjhj for some XE Hj} 
k, = min{j > i 1 ((CT - 8,)X) * (Lsj IT (X)“) = sjhj for some XE Hj}. 
Then 1 < k, < i < k, < t and Z(u - a) L”f . L*j 2 sjhi for all j < k, 
or j 3 k, , for all 01 E A. Furthermore if k, < j < i, then Zzj C hi , 
s,h, = sihi ; if i < j < k, , then hj = hi . If k, = k, , then 6 is the required 
unit and the lemma holds. Suppose k, < i < k, . Then 
UX = CYX (mod 1 h,L, 1 hjL,) 
k,<i<k, j<k, 
j>k, 
for all i-pure vectors X in L, for some unit 01 with [a - 61 = hi . 
Step 4. Let ord(hi) = m and {I, J} be an i-hyperbolic pair. If m is odd, 
then (u - S,)(Z + Ju) . ((I + .ZU)” n LQ) = hi which contradicts to the 
assumption that k, < i < k, , hence m is even. If ord(tr(cu - 6)) = m, 
it follows from (4.2), (5.1), k, < i < k, and direct computation that 
UZ . uJ # Z * J which is a contradiction; hence ord(tr(a - 6)) > m and 
01 E A. Since ((u - S,)(Z + JO)) . ((I + Jv)” n LQ) = ‘$3hi . Hence 
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It follows easily from Step 3 that 01 is the required unit; i.e., 
I((0 - CQ) L”:) = oi(u) = rfif {Z((o - flL) Lsi). E Q.E.D. 
Remarks. Let oii(u) = m, it follows from the proof of Lemma 5.1 that: 
(1) if m is even, then 
Oi(U) = Z((u - 6,)) L’f forsome 6 = 51; 
(2) ifmisoddandcu,pEd 
Oi(U) = Z((u - CXJ L8’) = Z((u - FL) LSi) ,c l((u - 6,) L”“), 
then ord(cll - 6) = m - 1 and 01 = /3(mod ‘$P). 
(3) There exists i-isotropic vector Z such that 
((a - aL)Z) - ((I)” 17 L’j) = oij(u), j = l,..., t. 
DEFINITION 5.2. The order o(u) is defined to be the function which 
assigned to each pair of integers (i, j), the ideal C+(U) defined by 
4(u) = (do)),..., %(CT)). 
Let US put gi = Oi(u), gii = oij(u). Then the following statements can 
be easily checked: 
gi c LQ, (5.2) 
(Sj : 4 gi c & 9 (5.3) 
gij C Si 1 Sj ) (5.4) 
(Sk : si> &!ii c gki 3 (5.5) 
g&i : sk) c gik > (5.6) 
sjg,j = s,gj, . (5.7) 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that u E U(L) and that oi(u) = l((u - 01~) Lsl), 
oj(u) = l((u - /IL) L8i) where 01 + j? E ypo . Then oii(u) = si : sj . 
Proof. By Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 5.1, Lsj = Z((u - 01~) LQ), 
where (Si : si) Lsj C Oi(u). The lemma now follows immediately by (2.3), 
(4.4), and (5.4). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let g be a mapping from the pairs of integers (i, j) 
with i,j = l,..., t) into the set of ideals of o. Write g, for the image of 
(i, j) under g. Then g is called a tableau (for L) if it satisfies the conditions 
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(5.4) (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7). If g is a tableau, gi will denote the invariant 
lattice gi = (gi, ,..., git). These lattices satisfy (5.2) and (5.3). 
By what we have proved above, the order o(u) of any fixed u in U(L) is 
a tableau. 
The set of tableaus (for L) is ordered by defining g < h if gij C hij for 
all i and j. With this partial ordering, the set of all tableaus has a largest 
member which is characterized as the tableau for which g,, = o for all i, 
and a smallest member which is the zero mapping: gij = 0 for all i, j. 
Let g be a tableau for L and let M be a sublattice of L such that, if 
M = ~l~i~S Mi is a Jordan splitting, the ideals rj = MjMj for j = l,..., s 
are among the ideals si ,..., st . Define a map i by requiring rj = siu) 
for all j, and hence a map h by the stipulation that hil, = gi(j),i(k) for 
j, k = I,..., S. It is easily checked that h is a tableau for M, and we called 
it the induced tableau. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let G be any nonempty subset of U(L). The mapping 
(i,j) --+ oij(G) = 1 oij(u) 
OEG 
is the order o(G) of G. Clearly o(G) is a tableau. 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose CT, p E U(L) and 01, /3 E A. Then 
[((up - (O!/3))1) LS”) _c /((a - (YJ L”“) + Z((p - f%) L”“) 
ando% C oi(u) + oi(p)for i = I,..., t. 
proof. The last part follows from the first and the definitions, while 
the first follows from the identity 
up - (oI& = (u - %) p + (p - .BL> LyL. Q.E.D. 
6. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS OF U(L) 
Let g be a tableau. The set of all u in U(L) with o(u) < g is called the 
(general) congruence group of U(L) corresponding to g. It is denoted by 
U(L, g) or simply by U(g) when L is clearly determined by the context. It 
is easy to show that U(g) is a normal subgroup of U(L). 
The homogeneous congruence subgroup of U(L) corresponding to g is 
the set U+(L, g) of those u in U(L) with the property (u - 01~) LQ C gi 
for some cx E A with a: = l(mod ‘@), and for i = l,..., t. Again we often 
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write U+(g) instead U+(L, g). Clearly U+(g) C U(g), and one can show that 
U+(g) is normal subgroup of U(L). 
The mixed commutator subgroup [U(L), U(g)] is denoted by Q(L, g) 
or sZ( g). It is a normal subgroup of U(L) and the formula 
pup-w - lL = p(u - LyL) p-‘u-1 + (YL(U--1 - IX-‘) 
with p E U(L), (z E U(g) and 01 E A shows that 52(g) c U+(g). It is also 
true, of course, that Q(g) C O(L) the commutator subgroup of U(L). 
We define a fourth congruence subgroup corresponding to g, T(L, g) 
or T(g), to be the subgroup of U(L) generated by the pure unitary trans- 
vections and quasitransvections which have orders less then or equal g. 
By (T.4), (E.5), and the definitions, T(g) is a normal subgroup of U(L) 
contained in U+(g). 
If g is the maximal tableau, then clearly U(g) = U+(g) = U(L) and 
G(g) =!J(L).Ifgisthezerotableau,U(g) =(&IL}, U+(g) ={lL} =X&g). 
Fix a tableau g, and suppose that gii $ D for some i, 1 < i < t. Let 
0~ U(g) and oi(u) = &(u - iyL) LQ) for some LY E d and a = S(mod ‘$) 
for one and only one value of S = fl; define d,(u) to be this value of 6. 
It follows from Lemma 5.6 that di : U(g) -+ Z, is a surjective homo- 
morphism. Let I = {i I 1 < i < t, gii g o}. Then U+(g) is the kernel of 
the homomorphism d: U(g) -+ Z,’ defined by d(u) = @(u))~,, . It 
should be stressed that the mapping d depends on the tableau g, in parti- 
cular the domain of d is U(g). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If g is a tableau, the factor group U(g)/U+(g) is 
isomorphic to the direct sum of s copies of Z, where s < t. The integer s 
is 0 if g is the maximal tableau, while otherwise s - 1 is the number of 
integers k, 1 < k < t - 1, which satisfy both 
(9 ask E 0 = gk,k+l 
(ii) there exists I > k such that g,, $ o. 
Proof. The proof is virtually identical to that of Theorem 4.1 in [7]; 
the reader is refered there. Q.E.D. 
7. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 7.1. Let T = T,,, be an i-unitary transvection and g be a 
tableau. Then T E U+(g) if and only ifA . si C gii . 
ProoJ Let {I, J> be an i-hyperbolic pair. Then ((T - IL) J) . L** = Asi 
and T I (I)” = identity. Hence the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 7.2. Let T = E,,, I be an (i, j)-quasitransvection. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(1) 0~0) = UT - 1 L) Lsk), k = l,..., t. 
(2) o,,(T) = hSi . 
(3) Let g be tableau, then T E iJ+( g) ifand only if& C gij . 
(4) oilc(T) = oij(T)(sj : sJ, k = l,..., t. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 8.2 and corollary 
in [8], so we omit it here. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let T = E{,e be an (i, i)-quasitransvection with o(T) = g. 
Then there exists i-unitary transvections Tl ,..., T, in U+(g) such that 
T = T,T, 1.. T, . 
Proof. Let X = orp” where 01 E U and ord(si) = m, . We divide the 
proof into two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that c is an isotropic vector. If c = I, then T is 
identity. Hence we can assume that there exists i-isotropic vector J such 
that Z * J = p”i and c E (Z, J)“. Then 
T T T if m is odd* 
& = 
i 
--Dm>c+3a p,c ap%*.1 
T 
-P”U,CSl~U-~ 
T P%,cLu-‘P%*,l if m is even. 
By Lemma 7.1, it is easy to check that the i-unitary transvections used in 
the product have orders <g. Hence the lemma follows. 
Case 2. Suppose that c is anisotropic. By Lemma 4.1, c can be 
embedded in an i-hyperbolic plane H which is spanned by the hyperbolic 
pair {I’, J’}. By suitable choice of I’, J’, we can assume that I’ * J’ = p”” 
and c = I’ + J’ a where a = a, + a,u + a,v + asuv E o, ai E o0 , i = 0, 
1, 2, 3. Choose 
Cl = I 
J’a, if 1?1~ is even, 
J’a,v if mi is odd, 
and c2 = c - c1 . Then ci2 = 0, c = c1 + c2 and c1 . c2 E o,, . Hence by 
I 
(E.4), kc1 . E,‘,c2 = E;,,l+, = Et, . Now the result follows from Case 1. 2 
LEMMA 7.4. Let g be a tableau and suppose that {I, J}, {I’, J’) are 
i-hyperbolic pairs such that I - I’ and J - J’ are in gi . If a = (JI)-l(J . I’) 
is an unit then there exists T in T(g) such that ~(11) = Ia, T(J’) = Ja*-l. 
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Proof: (1) We show that there exists T~ E T(g) such that T~((Z’, J’)) C 
(Z, J). Suppose that I’ = Zu + Jb + X where XE (Z, J)“. Choose 
01 - - Efta*)-l,X~ T(g). Let q(J’) = Zc + Jd + Y where YE (Z, J)“, 
d E l(mod g,J. Choose u2 = E&l, y . Let TV = a, . a, , then ~~(1’) = 
Zu + Jb, , ~~(5’) = Zc’ + Jd’. 
(2) (TV)” = Oimplies 
a*pmibl + b,*(pmi)* a = 0, thus pm”blu-’ + (0*)-l bl*(pmd)* = 0, 
bla-l(p-mf)* + ~--(a-~)* b,* = 0. 
Let a: = b,a-l( ~-~i)*, then 01 E A”. Choose 72 = T-,,J E T(g). Then 
T,(Z~ + Jb,) = Zu. The same thing can be done to TOTS and this finishes 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
Let {Z, J} be an i-hyperbolic pair and 01 be a unit. Definefr,,,)(a) to be 
the mapping on ,5:fi,,Jl(a): I-+ Zol, J ---f J((Y*)-l, and A,,J)(ol) 1 (Z, J}” = 
identity. It is easy to see thatfi,,n(a) E U(L). 
LEMMA 7.5. Let {Z, J}, {I’, J’} be two orthogonal i-hyperbolic pairs in L 
and (Y’ be a unit with 01’ = I(mod ‘$3”). Then ff,,,J,,(a’) can be written as 
product of f(,,J)(a) where (Y is a unit with (Y 2 ol’(mod ‘$2m), and i-unitary 
trunsuections T  with O,,(T) c grn. 
Proof. Let 01’-l = 1 + rp”. Choose T as follows: 
T= Tm-m. P %,I%+J’u-I-IdiJu -1 where 6 = (-l)“i 
Then 
oii(T) C Qm and Tf(,,,.v)(a)(z) = I’ + J’a + Zb + Jc 
where a, b, c E ‘$P. Now the result follows from Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 
and direct computation. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let (Z, J> be an i-hyperbolic pair and (Y be a unit with 
01--11!jP, m 2 0. Suppose that 01 E o0 or 01 - 1 E ‘$lpzm, then f{,,J}(a) 
can be written as product of i-unitary transvections T with o&T) C pm. 
Proof. If 0: E o. . Choose Tl = TSa(ar-l)u-~,I, T2 = T-a-l(a-l)u,J and 
Ta = T-c~~--~)u-~,I+Ju . Then o,,(Ti> C ‘$.P,j = 1,2,3, andfi,,J}(a) = T,T,T, . 
If a! - 1 E ‘$J2,. It follows from the proof of proposition 20 in [2J that 
there exists a, b E A0 n !jP such that OL = 1 + ab. Let c = ba-l and 
d = a-la. Then c, dE A” n pm andA,,,, = Te,JTa.lTb,JTd,l. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 7.7. Let {I, J} be an i-hyperbolic pair, m be an odd positive 
integer and 01 be a unit with 01 - 1 ~‘$3”‘. Then ft,,J)(a) can be written as 
product of i-unitary transvections T with oii(T) C ‘$P. 
Proof. Suppose that OL = 1 + pm+%,, + pnz+lcq + pmaZ +pma3u where 
0~~ E o, , i = 0, 1, 2, 3. By Lemma 7.6, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that 01,, = 0. Choose 
where S = (- I)“(, 
i 
T m-m. --(l&n ‘U,IfJ if mi is odd, 
Ts= T 
m-m~,IfJu w  if mi is even. 
Then oi,(Tj) C pm j = 1, 2,3 and p = T3T,TIa has the property that 
p(Z) . J = l(mod ‘$F). By Lemma 7.4 and 7.6, the resuit follows. Q.E.D. 
7.8. Notations and Definitions 
Let d, = (5 Ed I N(5) = 1}, A+ = (5 EA I 5 - I E ‘p,,}, d(m) = 
{Y, EA 1 ord([ - 6) 2 m}, d,(m) = A, n d(m), d+(m) = d+ n d(m) and 
d,+(m) = d,(m) n A+. Let (2.1) L = Ilsis.t Li be the fixed Jordan 
splittingofL, and{Xji jj = l,..., ni} be a canonical basis of Li , i = l,..., t. 
Let A E A,+. Define the mapping D,(h) on L as following: Di(X): Xii -+ X,ih, 
j= I,..., ni and D,(h) 1 Li” = identity. Let g be a tableau with ord( gii) = m. 
Then D&I) E U+(g) if and only if X E d,+(m). 
Suppose that Li = Hi 1 Mi where Hi is an i-hyperbolic plane spanned 
by the i-hyperbolic pair {Ii , Ji} for each i. If there is no ambiguity, 
we will use fi instead of the mapping f(,i,,i) which is defined in this section. 
Let z be a subset of {l,..., t}. Define the mapping 6, on L as follows: 
Then &r~ U(L), Az = lL if A’ = {I ,..., t} and 6, = - lL. if z = 4. 
Let g = (gij) be a tableau with ord(gii) = pi , i = l,..., t. Denote 
X,(g) = {i 1 1 < i < t and pi is an odd integer 23) and X,(g) = 
{i I 1 < i < t and p* is an even integer 22). 
THEOREM 7.9. Let g = ( gij) be a tableau with ord(gii) = pi , i = l,..., t. 
Then U+(g) is generated by T(g), aN f$(a) with 01 E d+(pi) and i E X,(g), and 
all D{(a) with 01 E dI+(pa - 1) and i E X,(g). 
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Proof. We use the induction on the number of Jordan components t 
and the dimension of Li . 
Let u E U+(g) and (I, J> be i-hyperbolic pair in Mi . If either [uZ . .Z] 
or [a.Z * Z] is not si , then gii = o. We can choose T E T(g) such that 
[(70)(Z) 1 J] and [(Tu)(.Z) . Z] both equal si . Use TU instead of u. Hence 
we can assume, without loss of generality, that [al * .Z] = si = [u.Z * I], 
i.e., a = (.Z . I)-l(.Z * uZ) is an unit. 
If i 4 X,(g). Then a = l(mod ‘$Vi). If i E X,,(g) and Z((u - 01~) LQ) = 
oi(u) for some CII E A+&, - 1). Choose 01 E Al+@, - 1) such that 01’ . (Y = 
l(mod”i). Then Z((Oi(~‘) u - 1~) L”i) = oi(u). Use Oi(a’) u instead of u. Then 
a = (J * I)-‘(J . Di(ol’)u) = 1 (mod 9”‘). 
Therefore, we can assume that a = I(mod ‘$P). By Lemma 7.4, there 
exists T E T(g) such thatfc,,,)(a-l) T . u fixes Z and J. 
Suppose that pi is either zero or odd integer >O. By Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7, 
f~,,J@-l) E T(g). It follows from the induction on dim Li that there exists 
T’ E T(g) such that T’u fixes Li . Now the theorem follows from the 
induction on t. 
Suppose that i E X,(g). By Lemma 7.5, there exists a’ E A+&) and 
T’ E T(g) such that Jir,&a) = fita’) . T’. It follows from the induction 
on dim Li that there exists (Y E A+(& and T” E T(g) such thatf;:(or) 1 T” * u 
fixes Li . Now the theorem follows from the induction on t. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.10. Let g be a tableau with ord(gii) = pi, i = l,..., t. 
Then U(g) is generated by T(g), all&(m) with cx E d+(pi) and i E X,(g), all 
OXa) with CY E dl+(pi - 1) and i E X,(g), and all 6z E V(g). 
Proof. The corollary follows from the definitions and Theorem 7.9. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.11. Let g be a tableau with 0 < ord( gii) < 1 for each i. 
Then U+(g) = T(g). 
Proof. This corollary follows easily from the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Let S be a nonempty subset of U(L). Define G(S) to be the smallest 
normal subgroup of U(L) containing S. 
LEMMA 7.12. Let a, b E A” such that ord(a) = ord(b). Then there exists 
units cl ,..., c,,, such that 
a = F cibc,*. 
i-1 
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Proof. By changing the basis of the quaternion algebra A over k, 
without loss of generality, we can assume that either b = u or b = v. We 
prove the lemma when b = u. The other case can be done similarly. 
Suppose that b = u and a = a,u + azv + aSuv where a, E U, and 
a2 , a, E oO . Choose 
c2 = 1 - (a,/20) uv, c3 = 1 - (aJ2) v. 
Then c,bc, * + c,bc,* = al’u + a,v + a,uv where a,’ E U. If al/al’ = e2 
for e E U, , then we choose c1 = e. If (al/a,‘) $ U02, then a,/a,’ = e26 
for e E U,, , choose c1 = eu. Then a = & c,bc,*. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.13. Let g be a tableau and T = T,,t be an i-unitary trans- 
vection with o(T) = g. Then G(T) contains all i-unitary-transvections with 
orders <g. 
Proof. Case 1. Let T = T,,, where ord(p) = ord(h). By Lemma 5.8, 
for some ai E U. Choose i-pure isotropic vector J such that {I, J) is an 
i-hyperbolic pair. Then 
Hence T E G(T). 
Case 2. Let 7 = T,,, where ord(p) < ord(h) then 
Case 3. Let r = T,,,, where ord(CL> < (ord(h) and I’ is an arbitrary 
i-pure isotropic vector. Choose T’ E U(L) such that ~‘(1) = I’. Then 
7’ = ~‘T~~tr~-~ E G(a). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.14. Let g be a tableau and T = E,‘,, be an (i, j)-quasitrans- 
vection with o(T) = g. Then G(T) contains all (i, j)-quasitransvections 
with orders dg. 
Proof Let T’ = E,‘:,,, be an (i, j)-quasitransvection with o(T’) < g. 
(1) Suppose that [A] = [A’], I = I’ and c = c’. Then A’ = ~.LA for 
some p E U. By Lemma 4.2, there exists p E U(L) such that pZ = Ip and 
pc = c. Then pTp-l E G(T). 
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(2) Suppose that [A] = [A’] and (c’)~ = c2. By Lemma 4.2, choose 
p E U(L) such that p(Z) = I’, p(c) = c’. Then T’ = pTp-l E G(T). 
(3) Choose j-isotropic vector I” such that Z” . c = I” . Z = 0. By (2), 
E” hj,c+lM E G(T) where [A’] = [A]; therefore Ei:,,. E G(T). By Lemma 4.1 
and (E.4), G(T) contains all (i, j)-quasitransvections with order = g. 
(4) Choose j-isotropic vector Z” such that I” . c = I” * Z = 0. By (2), 
E,‘,,,,... E G(T). Hence E,‘,,mp = Ei,,,, E G(T). Therefore, by (3), G(T) 
contains all (i, j)-quasitransvections with order = ‘pg = P&%> 
i, j = l)...) t. 
(5) Suppose that O(T’) < ‘$g. Choose Z.L E !& such that A’ = $” 
where [A”] = [A] or [A”] = [Ap]. Let A, = A’ + A”, A, = A’ - A”. Then 
A, . A,* E K. Therefore, by (E.4), (3), and (4), 
E” A,‘,C’ = Ef;,+n,,/a.c, = E,‘;,,,,~ - E,‘;,,,,~ E G(T). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.15. Let {Z, J} be an i-hyperbolic pair in L and T = E,,,E,,, 
with C = C:=, C+Y, , D = Ci=, D&$ where Cj , Dj are maximal vectors 
in Lj and 01~) & E o for j = I,..., t. Then G(T) contains all (i, j)-quasi- 
transvectlons Ei.,,,j andEi,,isjforj = l,..., t. 
Proof. Since the proof is very similarly to that of Proposition 9.3 in [8], 
the reader is referred there. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.16. Let g be a tableau. Then Q(g) = T(g). 
Proof. First we try to show that T(g) C sZ(g). It suffices to show that 
the generators of T(g) are in J&g). Let T = T,,, be an i-unitary trans- 
vection with o(T) < g. Choose r E U,, such that r + l(mod ‘$), and i-iso- 
tropic vector J such that {I, J} is an i-hyperbolic pair. Then 
and 
fiI,dr) T-lh,,JW1)T = TAMW.I EQ~> 
OVA,,) = G’ALw.,). 
Hence T E Q(g). Let T = Efec E T(g). Choose i-isotropic vector J such 
that {I, J} is an i-hyperbolic pair and C E (Z, J)“. Then 
Therefore T(g) C Q(g). 
Second, we try to show that T(g) 3_ 52(g). It suffices to show that 
[u, T] = m-u-17-l E T(g) for all generators u of U(g) and all generators 
T of U(L). By Corollarys 7.10 and 7.11 and the normality of Y’(g), it 
suffices to show that [IJ, T] E T(g), for all 1.7 =fi(ol), Di(a) and 6, 
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contained in U(g), and T E U(L). We use the same notations as indicated 
in 7.8. The proof is divided into 3 cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that u =&(a) with 01 E A+(& and i E X,(g) where 
pi = ord(gii). Let 7 E U(L). If [Ji . T@)] $ si . Choose T’ E U(L) such 
thet [Ji . #(Ii)] = si and [Ji . T/T(&)] = si . Use 7’ . T  instead of T .  Hence 
we can assume, without loss of generality that [Ji . T’(&)] = si . By 
Lemma 7.4, 
where Wj E (Ii, Ja)“, j = 1, 3; h, E 0, j = 1,2, 3, 4; and p E U((Ii , Ji)“), 
In order to show that [a, T ]  E T(g), it suffices to show that [a, EC,], 
[a, T,J E T(g) for R = Zi , Ji and WE (Zi , Ji)“. NOW the result follows 
from (E.l), (E.3), (E.5), (T.l), (T.2), (T.4) and the fact that &a* - h E gii. 
Case 2. Suppose that u = Oi(a). Let X be an i-pure vector in Li . 
Then it can be shown by definition and direct computation that 
TO-'T-'(X) = Xoc-l(mod $ViLBi). Hence [a, T](X) = X(mod ‘$@~LS~). By 
Lemma 7.7, [a, T ]  E T(g). 
Case 3. Suppose that u = &G U(g). If ,J? = m or {I,..., t}, then & 
is in the center of U(L) and [a, T ]  = IL E T(g). Suppose that 2 # @, 
u,..., t}. Write 
as in Case 1. Then it suffices to show that [S, , Et,], [S, , TA,R] and [a,, p] 
are in T(g) for R = Ii or Ji , WE (Ii , Ji)” and p E U((I, J)“). 
[S, , TA,R] = IL is in T(g). Let W = W,a, + ... + W,a, where ai E o, 
Wj is j-pure vector in Li for j = l,..., t. In order to show that [& , Ef.,], 
it suffices to show that [a,, Ef,R,al] for j = l,..., t. It follows from (E.4), 
Lemmas 5.3 and 7.2, and direct computation that [a, , Ef$] E T(g). Now 
since dim(Zi , Ji)’ < dim L, hence [&- , p] follows from the induction 
on the dim L. This finishes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
8. THE DETERMINATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
LEMMA 8.1. Let {I, J} be an i-hyperbolic pair and u = Ta,ITo,J . Then 
G(u) contains all i-unitary transvections with orders < o(u). 
Proof. Let c E U, , p = cu and TX = T,,, - mi,, where I . J = pm’. 
Consider p1 = u-lT;‘uT1 = T-b,JTb,T1(J) E G(u). 
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Choose 
7’2 = TU-l(p-mi)r,J * 
Then T,(I) = T,(J) c-l. Let 
pz = T,-IpIT, = T+,Tb,.i = T--cbc*.tTb,J E G(u). 
Hence pz . u-l = T-(a-cbc*),l E G(o). Choose c properly such that 
ord(a - cbc*) = min(ord(a), ord(b)). Then the lemma follows from 
Lemma 7.3. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.2. Suppose that u E U(L) and that al = ZCX + Jt!3 where 
{Z, J} is an i-hyperbolic pair. Then G(u) contains all i-unitary transvections 
T with oii(7) C [/3]. 
Proof. Let 
r = T/Q I and p = uTu-+l = T -m. 
UP 
T 
‘.Ia+JB --UP -“i,[ E G(u). 
Then p E U+((I, J)) and oii(p) 1 &I]. By the remarks in Section 5, there 
exists a basis {I’, J’} of (Z, J) which is an i-hyperbolic pair such that 
[@(r’)) . J’ = Si and [p(Z’) . I’] = Oii(p) Si . By Theorem 7.9, write 
p = s,T,,,,Tb,J,fr,,,J,)(cU) where 6 = fl, 01 = J’ . p(Z’) and si[b]= oii(p). 
Choose c E o,, such that c + l(mod !#. Let 
Then p’ = T(ca-l)a,l’T(c-2-l)b.J’ . By the choice of c and by Lemma 8.1, 
the result follows. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that L is a modular lattice. Then the tableau g is just ‘p”L for 
some nonnegative integer m. Use U(m), U+(m) and T(m) instead of 
U((p”L), U+(!+FL) and T(‘p”L). 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Suppose that L is a vSi-modular lattice and u E U(m). 
Then G(u) I T(m). 
ProoJ: By the remarks in Section 5, there exists a hyperbolic pair 
{Z, J) of order i such that [J * uZ] = Si and [Z . al] = Cgi+m. Let 
UI = ICY + Jfl + Wr/3 where WE (I, J)“, p] = VP”, and r E o. Let 
p = UT ails-~,lo-~T-aup-~.I = T,up-~B,tT-QuDr.l E G(u) where a E U, . Choose 
T = E$Cp--ot W. Then 
TO(Z) = la’ + J/3 where 01’ E o. 
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= Taup-’ la,+JBT--aup-i,I E G(m). 
It follows that p’ E U+((Z, J)) and [p’(J) . J] = [/3] . si for suitable choice 
of a E U, . By Lemma 8.2. the proposition follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.4. Suppose that g is a tableau and (T E U(L) with o(a) = g. 
Then G(u) contains all i-unitary transvections T with oii(7) C gii for i = I,..., t. 
Proof. Let {Z, J} be an i-hyperbolic pair such that [J * uZ] = si and 
[I. uZ] = sigii . Choose Tl = Tug-,,, and o1 = o-~TuT-~ E G(u). Then 
ul(Z) = Z + c+(Z) . r where 
b-1 = gfi , ul(J) = (J - Zu) + (u-lZ) up-““[Z * (u(J) - u(Z) * u)]. 
Let x = (up-““[I . (u(J) - u(Z) . u)]-’ . r and Z, = Z - Jx. Then [xx] = gii 
and u,(Z1) = I,(1 - UX) + Jx2. Choose an i-hyperbolic pair {I, , Jz} in 
(a-lZ, Z)“. Then aI = I, , aI = J2 . Let Z = Z1 + Z, - J,x, then 
j2 = 0. Consider A4 = (Z, J, Z2, J2) which is a pnzi-modular sublattice 
of L. Choose 
Then T E U+(M) and o(T) = aM where a = [xl. By Proposition 8.3, the 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 8.5. Suppose that g is a tableau and u E U(L) with o(u) = g. 
Then G(u) contains all (i, j)-quasitransvections with orders <g. 
Proof. If i = j, then the lemma follows from Lemmas 7.3 and 8.4. If 
gii = gij when i < j or gci . si = gij . sj when i > j. Then every (i, j)- 
quasitransvection with order <g can be written as product of some (i, i)- 
quasitransvections with orders <g. Hence the result follows as above. 
Suppose that i # j, gii $ gij if i < j and gi,S, $ gjj * si if i > j. Choose 
i-isotropic vector Zsuch that [J * aa = si and (a - aL) I. (Lsj n (Z, J)“) = 
oij(u) . si where {Z, .Z} is an i-hyperbolic pair and 01 E A such that 
oi(u) = Z(u - aL) L”i). Write u(Z) = la, + Jbl + W, where WI E (Z, J)“. 
It follows from the assumption that a, E U and WI . Lsj = oij(u) . si . 
Let TJ = Ef~;l,-m+wl and s, = TF’ . o. Then s,(Z) = la, + Ju2 . Choose 
rll = Lpa;-,~-mo*.~~ Then 7;$(Z) = la, . Let Pl = h,nW 7);ls1 9 
then pl(Z) = I. Let pi(J) = la, + J + W, where W, E (Z, J)“. Choose 
TI = E;-m<.w2 , then T&(J)) = la,’ + J. Let 772 = Ta,,p-mj,l and 
p2 = 7$T,pl . Then p2 E U((Z, J)“) and pz I (Z, J) = identity. 
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Hence 
Let u’ = ~;‘ar/;~ = TJf~,,,~(a,) T,pz . By Lemma 8.4, u’ E G(o). Choose 
r E U, such that r + l(mod ‘$3). Consider 
Let T’ = Efa;lp-~tjr,lyl . Then 
Since {J, T’(I)} is an i-hyperbolic pair, by Lemma 7.15, G(u) contains 
ET”“,,, 
al* *u4,w, and E:o;lp-m’)*(r-l) w  * ’ 1 
By the choice of r and WI , o~~(E:~;~~-~o*(,-~,,~~, = gif. Hence the result 
follows from Lemma 7.14. 
THEOREM 8.6. Let g be a tableau and G be a subgroup of U(L) with 
o(G) = g. Then G is a normal subgroup of U(L) if and only if 
U(g) 2 G 1 T(g). 
Proof. The necessity follows from Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5. The sufficiency 
follows from Theorem 7.16. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.7. Suppose that L is a modular lattice with dim L 3 5. 
Then: 
(i) U(L) = U+(L) = Q(L); 
(ii) U(m)/U+(m) s 2, fir m b 1; 
(iii) T(m) = Q(m) for m > 0; 
(iv) U+(l) = sZ(1); 
(v) U+(m)/ln(m) z R+ (the additive group of the residue class jield 
of the center K) for m 3 2; 
(vi) Let G be a subgroup of U(L) with o(G) = p”. Then G is normal 
in U(L) if and only if U(m) 1 G > T(m). 
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Proof. Only (v) needs proof. Let - be the canonical mapping from 
o to o/!J3. Put E = LI!#L. z can be regarded in a natural way as a 
vector space of dimension dim L over o/‘p. When we do this, the map 
L -+ e is semilinear with respect to o + o/p, we denote the image of 
XcLby8. 
Suppose that m is an odd integer 33 and u E U+(m). u induces a map 
C? on z by means of 
6(X) = P where Y = p++l(o - 1 J X. 
Let o(a) = Z(u - (Lo) L where 01 E d,+(m - 1). Then e(x) = &?! where 
fi E o0 and 01 = 1 + ‘$++%(rnod ‘$“). Define a mappingf,” from U+(m) 
to R+ by putting &“(a) = ‘!#. Since m > 3, fmO is a well-defined homo- 
morphism. It follows from Lemma 5.1 and 7.7, Theorem 7.9, and direct 
computation that fnl” is a surjective homomorphism with kernel T(m). 
Hence U+(m)/T(m) g K+. 
Suppose that L is p’-modular with dim L = n, s = [n/2] is the largest 
integer less than n/2 and m is a positive even integer. Fix a canonical basis 
B = {Xi 1 i = l,..., IZ and X&& = pr, j = l,..., s}. Let u E U+(m) and 
M(u) be the matrix such that E + p”u-lM(u) is the matrix of u corre- 
sponding to B. Define a mappingf,” from U+(m) to K+ as following 
where Tr is the trace of the matrices and tr is the trace mapping in the 
quaternion algebra A. Since m 3 2, fme is a well-defined homomorphism. 
Furthermore, by Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7, Theorem 7.9, and direct compu- 
tation, it can be shown thatfme is a surjective homomorphism with kernel 
T(m). Hence U+(m)/T(m) g R+. Q.E.D. 
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